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Training on Automated Machine
Guidance

Alan P. Vonderohe
Construction and Materials Support Center
University of Wisconsin – Madison

May, 2009

Three one-day training sessions on automated machine guidance (AMG) for WisDOT
and consulting project engineers were conducted at the Wisconsin Operating Engineers’
Training Facility in Coloma on April 23, 28, and 29, 2009. The objectives of the training
were to:







Introduce operating principles of the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS),
GPS, and AMG;
Describe the development process for WisDOT’s AMG specification for sub
grade and associated guidance language;
Examine the final specification and the appropriate section of the Construction
and Materials Manual (CMM) in detail;
Convey practical experiences of AMG pilot project engineers;
Conduct field demonstrations and “hands-on” use of GPS and AMG technology;
Address any questions the trainees might have.

The instructors were Alan Vonderohe (Construction and Materials Support Center,
University of Wisconsin – Madison) and Jeff Servi (Wisconsin Operating Engineers’
Training Facility). Dan Schneider, Barry Paye, Jason Brandt, and Brad Cunningham
provided insight into practical aspects of AMG project oversight based upon their
experiences as project engineers on WisDOT’s AMG pilot projects during the 2007 and
2008 construction seasons.
WisDOT managed publicity and registration for the training. There were 20 preregistered trainees on April 23, 20 on April 28, and 18 on April 29. Rosters of trainees
appear in Appendix A. Trainees were provided in advance with an information packet
that appears in Appendix B. At the sessions, trainees were provided with an 80-page
workbook and a handout of cross-section data to be used in the field exercises. The
workbook contained the information packet; all of the slides used during the training;
WisDOT’s specification for AMG construction of sub grade; Chapter 7, Section 18 of
WisDOT’s CMM; an example contractor’s GPS work plan; and a course evaluation form.
The workbook is expected to be available on the Construction and Materials Support
Center website (http://cmsc.engr.wisc.edu/reports.html). Each trainee received a
certificate of completion for seven professional development hours.
The session schedule was:
8:00am-8:15am: Introduction; objectives of the training session; overview of the training session.
(Alan Vonderohe)
8:15-9:45am: GNSS / GPS and how it works; code and carrier phase; differential and RTK; site
calibration / localization concepts (Alan Vonderohe)
9:45-10:00am: Break.
10:00-10:45am Automated machine guidance concepts; 3D model concepts; positioning the
machine in the model. (Alan Vonderohe)
10:45am-12:00pm: WisDOT automated machine guidance program; specification development;
pilot projects; final specification and guidance language (CMM) (Alan Vonderohe).
12:00-1:00pm: Lunch.
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1:00-2:30pm: Practical experiences in automated machine guidance project management (Panel
of pilot project engineers).
2:30-2:45pm: Break
2:45-4:15pm: Field demonstration; site calibration; grading; sub grade checking (Jeff Servi / Alan
Vonderohe).
4:15-4:30pm: Training session evaluation (Trainees).

Figure 1 contains pictures of the training in session.

Figure 1.
Pictures of In-Class and In-Field Training
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Figure 2 contains the training session evaluation form.
Evaluation Form for Training on Automated Machine Guidance for WisDOT and
Consultant Personnel
April 23,28,29, 2009
WOE Training Facility, Coloma, WI
NOTE: This evaluation form has two pages.
Circle date: April 23, 28, 29
Please mark SA (strongly agree), A (agree), N (neutral), D (disagree), SD (strongly
disagree). Please provide associated comments in the space near the bottom of the
page and on the next page.
1. SA A N D SD

This training session met my needs.

2. SA A N D SD

This training session was about what I expected.

3. SA A N D SD

Background material on GPS, RTK GPS, and site calibration /
localization was appropriate.

4. SA A N D SD

Material on principles of machine guidance and 3D modeling was
appropriate.

5. SA A N D SD

Material on WisDOT’s specification and guidance language was
appropriate.

6. SA A N D SD

Material on practical experiences on the pilot projects was
appropriate.

7. SA A N D SD

Field demonstrations and hands-on work were appropriate.

8. SA A N D SD

Workbook, handouts, and reference materials were appropriate.

Please mark your choice:
1. The overall timing and pace of the training was: too slow about right too fast
2. My overall rating of the training is: excellent good average below average poor
3. I am a: WisDOT employee

Consultant employee

Other (please explain):

Please provide comments on your selections for questions 1-8 or anything else
associated with the training (continue on next page if needed).
Figure 2.
Training Session Evaluation Form
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Evaluation forms collected after the April 23 training sessions contained the following
comments:
1. Could have gone with a half-hour lunch and let out class a half-hour earlier.
2. Some of GNSS/GPS talk was like a foreign language to some of the people.
3. A little more discussion on 3D model development.
4. Lunch break was too long.
5. Too in-depth on GPS. Could be over peoples’ heads and lose interest on topic
easily unless have survey background.
6. I liked the open discussion of issues (past and present).
7. More time on field demonstration.
8. Shorter lunch.
9. I thought the training was very informative and met my needs. I really appreciated
the discussions of practical applications throughout the day.
10. Maybe a little less time on GPS background and technical aspects of GPS. More
time related to construction of models.
Given these comments, the following adjustments were made to the schedule and
content of the April 28 and 29 sessions:
1. Four slides were eliminated from the GNSS / GPS operating principles section.
2. The discussion of 3D model building was extended.
3. The lunch period was reduced from one hour to 40 minutes.
Table 1 contains average scores for questions 1-8 on the evaluation forms for all three
sessions (SA=5, A=4, N=3, D=2, SD=1). There were 45 overall responses.
Table 1.
Average Scores for Questions 1-8 (45 Responses)
Question
1. Session met my needs.
2. Session was about what I expected.
3. Material on GPS / RTK / site calibration was appropriate.
4. Material on machine guidance and 3D modeling was appropriate.
5. Material on specification and CMM was appropriate.
6. Material on practical experiences of pilots was appropriate.
7. Field demonstrations and hands-on work were appropriate.
8. Workbook, handouts, and reference material were appropriate.

Score
4.47
4.25
4.04
4.31
4.33
4.38
4.51
4.36

The average score for the question on timing and pace was 1.98 with “too slow” = 1,
“about right = 2”, and “too fast” = 3.
The average overall rating of the training was 4.47 with “excellent” = 5, “good” = 4,
“average” = 3, “below average” = 2, and “poor” = 1.
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Comments contained on evaluations forms collected after the April 28 and 29 sessions
were:
1. Improve by letting us operate the dozers.
2. Less info on background of GPS. More info on problems and solutions found in
construction.
3. Thank you.
4. I would say it was a bit much (reference question 3 on GPS / RTK / site
calibration).
5. Closer look at computer side of the 3D program.
6. Background section was too long. A short summary would have been better.
7. First session on GPS, RTK, and background may have been slightly more indepth than necessary. Very good info, but just some that was unnecessary.
8. I felt the class was well organized and the right amount of info.
9. Instructors did an excellent job, very knowledgeable. The classroom and field
portion of the class was a good mix.
10. This was a great facility to have this type of class. Great location as to be
centrally located in the state.
11. I thought the training was excellent. It was very logically presented and had good
flow. Instructors’ presentation style is very easy to understand and follow. Thanks
for putting this on!
12. I think it would help if more of the software was demonstrated. Maybe show brief
examples of how data is entered to build the model, how templates are used,
how data is loaded into units, etc.
Given the overall scores and comments from the evaluation forms, it can be concluded
that the training sessions met their objectives. Improvements can be made by making
further cuts in the background material on GPS / RTK / site calibration and further
extending the section on 3D modeling to include brief demonstrations of data import and
model building.
If similar training is to be offered in 2010, the following recommendations should be
considered:
1. CMSC and WisDOT should continue to work with the Wisconsin Operating
Engineers Training Facility. The facility is ideal; the staff are excellent; the
equipment, 3D models, and construction sites are on-hand.
2. The background section on GPS / RTK / and site calibration should be simplified
by removing all of the material on coordinate transformations except the final site
calibration transformation.
3. Brief demonstrations of data import and model building should be added to the
section on AMG principles.
4. All technical material, the specification, and the CMM section, should be updated
to reflect advances or changes that might have been made since the 2009
offering.
5. Project engineers from 2009 construction projects, that operated under the AMG
specification, should be recruited early to participate in the training and share
their experiences.
6. The lunch period requires no more than 40 minutes.
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7. The late-April offering seems to work well. Although the construction season
might already be underway, activities and other classes at the WOE Training
Facility are not in as high demand as earlier in the year.
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Appendix A.
Rosters of Pre-Registered Trainees for
the Three Sessions
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Appendix B.
Information Packet Provided to Trainees
in Advance of the Sessions
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Automated Machine Guidance Training for WisDOT and Consultant Personnel
April 23, 28, 29, 2009 (Three One-Day Sessions)
WOE Training Center
Coloma, WI
Objectives:
1. Introduce operational principles of the Global Navigation Satellite System, GPS,
and automated machine guidance.
2. Describe the development process for WisDOT’s specification for sub grade and
CMM language.
3. Examine the final spec and CMM language in detail.
4. Convey practical experiences of pilot project engineers.
5. Conduct field demonstrations and “hands-on” use of the technology.
WOE Training Center: The Wisconsin Operating Engineers Training Center is ideal for
in-class and in-field training in automated machine guidance (AMG). Our in-class
sessions will be held in one of the second-floor classrooms of the main building. Our
field demonstrations will include use of AMG at a construction site on the Center’s
grounds.
To Stevens Point

I-39
WOE Training Center
W11584 State Road 21
STH 21

3.5 miles
Coloma

STH 21

I-39

N

To Portage

For more information on the Center see http://www.woetrainingcenter.org/
Attire: For field sessions, please bring a hard hat and safety vest. Please also bring a
pair of work boots or safety shoes in addition to the shoes you wear indoors. There is a
shoe-changing area to keep dirt and mud from being tracked indoors.
Lunch: Lunch will be provided.
Professional Development Hours: A certificate for 7 PDHs will be provided to each
participant who successfully completes the training.
Workbook: Handout materials will include a workbook with presentation slides, the sub
grade specification and guidance language, and other information.
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Instructors: Alan Vonderohe (Construction and Materials Support Center, UWMadison); Jeff Servi (WOE Training Center); Pilot project engineers (at least one per
session): Dan Schneider, Barry Paye, Greg Graf, Doug Weigand, Brett Vissers.
Schedule:
8:00am-8:15am: Introduction; objectives of the training session; overview of the training
session. (Alan Vonderohe)
8:15-9:45am: GNSS / GPS and how it works; code and carrier phase; differential and
RTK; site calibration / localization concepts (Alan Vonderohe)
9:45-10:00am: Break.
10:00-10:45am Automated machine guidance concepts; 3D model concepts; positioning
the machine in the model. (Alan Vonderohe)
10:45am-12:00pm: WisDOT automated machine guidance program; specification
development; pilot projects; final specification and guidance language (CMM) (Alan
Vonderohe).
12:00-1:00pm: Lunch.
1:00-2:30pm: Practical experiences in automated machine guidance project
management (Panel of pilot project engineers).
2:30-2:45pm: Break
2:45-4:15pm: Field demonstration; site calibration; grading; sub grade checking (Jeff
Servi / Alan Vonderohe).
4:15-4:30pm: Training session evaluation (Trainees).
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Appendix C.
Training Workbook

Automated Machine Guidance
Training
April 23, 28, 29, 2009

Wisconsin Operating Engineers
Training Center
Coloma, WI

Automated Machine Guidance Training for WisDOT and Consultant Personnel
April 23, 28, 29, 2009 (Three One-Day Sessions)
WOE Training Center
Coloma, WI
Objectives:
1. Introduce operational principles of the Global Navigation Satellite System, GPS,
and automated machine guidance.
2. Describe the development process for WisDOT’s specification for sub grade and
CMM language.
3. Examine the final spec and CMM language in detail.
4. Convey practical experiences of pilot project engineers.
5. Conduct field demonstrations and “hands-on” use of the technology.
WOE Training Center: The Wisconsin Operating Engineers Training Center is ideal for
in-class and in-field training in automated machine guidance (AMG). Our in-class
sessions will be held in one of the second-floor classrooms of the main building. Our
field demonstrations will include use of AMG at a construction site on the Center’s
grounds.
To Stevens Point
I-39
WOE Training Center
W11584 State Road 21
STH 21

3.5 miles
Coloma
I-39

STH 21
N

To Portage

For more information on the Center see http://www.woetrainingcenter.org/
Attire: For field sessions, please bring a hard hat and safety vest. Please also bring a
pair of work boots or safety shoes in addition to the shoes you wear indoors. There is a
shoe-changing area to keep dirt and mud from being tracked indoors.
Lunch: Lunch will be provided.
Professional Development Hours: A certificate for 7 PDHs will be provided to each
participant who successfully completes the training.
Workbook: Handout materials will include a workbook with presentation slides, the sub
grade specification and guidance language, and other information.

Instructors: Alan Vonderohe (Construction and Materials Support Center, UWMadison); Jeff Servi (WOE Training Center); Pilot project engineers (at least one per
session): Dan Schneider, Barry Paye, Greg Graf, Doug Weigand, Brett Vissers.
Schedule:
8:00am-8:15am: Introduction; objectives of the training session; overview of the training
session. (Alan Vonderohe)
8:15-9:45am: GNSS / GPS and how it works; code and carrier phase; differential and
RTK; site calibration / localization concepts (Alan Vonderohe)
9:45-10:00am: Break.
10:00-10:45am Automated machine guidance concepts; 3D model concepts; positioning
the machine in the model. (Alan Vonderohe / Jeff Servi)
10:45am-12:00pm: WisDOT automated machine guidance program; specification
development; pilot projects; final specification and guidance language (CMM) (Alan
Vonderohe).
12:00-1:00pm: Lunch.
1:00-2:30pm: Practical experiences in automated machine guidance project
management (Panel of pilot project engineers).
2:30-2:45pm: Break
2:45-4:15pm: Field demonstration; site calibration; grading; sub grade checking (Jeff
Servi / Alan Vonderohe).
4:15-4:30pm: Training session evaluation (Trainees).

Automated Machine Guidance
Training: WisDOT Program

Introductions
z Instructors:
– Alan Vonderohe (Construction and
Materials Support Center – UW-Madison).
z vonderohe@centurytel.net

Wisconsin Operating Engineers’ Training
Facility, Coloma, WI

– Jeff Servi (WOE Training Facility).
z Jeff@woetrainingcenter.org

– Pilot Project Engineers: Dan Schneider,
Barry Paye, Brett Vissers, Greg Graf, Jack
Laning

April 23,28,29, 2009

Introductions

Objectives of the Training
z

z Trainees:
– Please introduce yourselves, tell us your
job position, and what you hope to learn
during this training session.

z
z
z
z
z

Introduce operating principles of Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS), GPS, and automated
machine guidance (AMG).
Describe development process for WisDOT’s AMG
specification for sub grade and CMM language.
Examine final spec and CMM language in detail.
Convey practical experiences of pilot project
engineers.
Conduct field demonstrations and “hands-on” use
of GPS and AMG technology.
Most importantly: Address any questions you might
have.

Schedule

Schedule

z 8:00am-8:15am: Introduction; objectives of training
session; overview of training session (Alan
Vonderohe).
z 8:15-9:45am: GNSS / GPS and how it works; code
and carrier phase; differential and RTK; site
calibration / localization concepts (Alan Vonderohe).
z 9:45-10:00am: Break.
z 10:00-10:45am: AMG concepts; 3D model concepts;
positioning the machine in the model (Alan
Vonderohe / Jeff Servi).
z 10:45am-12:00pm: WisDOT AMG program;
specification development; pilot projects; final
specification and guidance language (CMM) (Alan
Vonderohe).

z 12:00-1:00pm: Lunch.
z 1:00-2:30pm: Practical experiences in AMG project
management (panel of pilot project engineers).
z 2:30-2:45pm: Break.
z 2:45-4:15pm: Field demonstration; site calibration;
grading; sub grade checking (Jeff Servi / Alan
Vonderohe).
z 4:15-4:30pm: Training session evaluation (trainees).
z 4:30-6:30pm: 2-hour final exam (graded A-F, no pass
/ fail) (trainees).

Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS)
zGPS is considered a component of
GNSS which also includes
– GLONASS (Russia).
– Galileo (European Union).
– COMPASS (China).

zThe full name of GPS is “Navigation
Satellite Timing and Ranging Global
Positioning System” (NAVSTAR GPS).

GPS Satellite Constellation
z24 active satellites (and as many as 7
back ups).
z20,200km altitudes.
zFour satellites in each of six equallyspaced orbital planes, inclined at 55º to
the equatorial plane.
Orbital Plane
55º
Equatorial Plane

Satellite Radio Signals
z Each satellite broadcasts as many as five
coded signals on as many as three
frequencies.
– Some codes are encrypted and intended for
military use.
– Some codes are open and intended for civilian
use.
Binary Code

Carrier Wave

Coded signals are modulated on higher-frequency carrier waves.

What Does a Receiver Do with
the Signals?

z Signals do not explicitly tell the receiver
where it is.
z Receiver generates a replica of coded signal.
Received Coded Satellite Signal

∆t

Replica Generated by Receiver

Receiver measures time delay (∆t) between replicated and received
signals and multiplies by the speed of light to obtain distance from
satellite to receiver antenna center.

Position Computed from Measured
Distances (Trilateration)
Measured
Distance

If X,Y,Z coordinates of satellite are known, measured
distance defines a sphere of position for receiver’s
antenna center.

Position Computed from Measured
Distances (Trilateration)
Measured
Distance

Measured
Distance

Second satellite and measured distance
define second sphere of position.

Position Computed from Measured
Distances (Trilateration)

The two spheres intersect in a 3D ring of position.

Position Computed from Measured
Distances (Trilateration)

Third satellite yields
third sphere of
position.

Position Computed from Measured
Distances (Trilateration)

Third sphere
intersects ring of
position at two points
in 3D space.

Position Computed from Measured
Distances (Trilateration)

One of these points
can be eliminated
with rough
approximation.

So, we need 3
satellites to get
unique X,Y,Z for
antenna center
when using coded
signals.

Problem: ∆t Must be
Measured Very Accurately
z Distance = (∆t )* (speed of light).
z Small error in ∆t causes large error in distance.
z Must have excellent clocks.
– No problem for satellites (have rubidium and cesium atomic
clocks). They are even corrected for relativity.
– But receivers with atomic clocks would cost so much no one
could afford to use GNSS.
– Good, but cheap, clock in receiver has error.
– If we use a fourth satellite, we can include a receiver clock error
term in the equations for computing antenna coordinates,
thereby eliminating its effect.
– So, four satellites are required to get accurate positions with
coded signals. More are desired to force redundancy into
solution.

How Does the Receiver Know
Where the Satellites Are?
z Each satellite’s orbital parameters are included
in its coded signal (broadcast ephemeris).
z The orbits are irregular, unknown, and
changing.
–
–
–
–

Earth’s gravitational field is not uniform.
Sun and Moon have gravitational effects.
Solar radiation pressure.
Eclipses (satellite in Earth’s shadow).
z Changes in solar radiation pressure.
z Solar panels cannot be pointed at Sun. Causes satellite to
wobble.

How Do the Satellites Know
Where They Are?
z Periodically (at discrete times), they measure distances
among themselves to determine their relative locations.
z Their positions are also monitored by ground tracking
stations that can upload data to satellites.
z Broadcast ephemeris must be continuous, so a
predictive model is used between measurement
epochs.
– Model degrades with time.
– Precise ephemeris (from ground tracking stations) can be used
in post-processing mode to improve accuracies beyond those
that can be realized in real time (using broadcast ephemeris).

Atmospheric Effects
z Measured distances to satellites are affected
by atmospheric refraction (speed of light
through atmosphere is slower than speed of
light in vacuum).
– Effect is temporally and spatially variable.
– Atomic-particle-level effects in upper atmosphere
(ionosphere).
– Pressure, temperature, and humidity effects in
lower atmosphere (troposphere).
– Cannot be cancelled by observing more satellites.
– So severe at low angles above horizon, satellites
below 10º-15º are usually “masked out” or
ignored.
– Limits position accuracy to about ±10m or more.

Differential GPS (DGPS)
z Atmospheric effects are fairly uniform over
limited areas.
z So, if we know the coordinates of a receiver
extremely well (base station), we can use its
GPS measured coordinates to determine
corrections to satellite distances.
– These corrections can be applied at other
receiver (rover) locations in the area to improve
their accuracies.
– If corrections are broadcast from the base station,
a rovers’ coordinates can be determined in real
time.
– Accuracies to ±2-5m.

Differential GPS (DGPS)
zDGPS for aviation applications:
– Wide-Area Augmentation System (WAAS).
zCorrections broadcast over large areas from
WAAS satellites.
zIn-flight navigation.

– Local-Area Augmentation System (LAAS).
zCorrections broadcast over local airport areas
from ground stations.
zLanding approach navigation.

Carrier Phase Measurements
z Frequency of the code limits the accuracy of code
distance measurements (called “pseudoranges”).
z Wave that carries the coded signal has a much
higher frequency.
z If we use the carrier wave for distance
measurements, we obtain much higher accuracies.
λ

High-Frequency Carrier Wave

Nλ
λ is known.
∆λ (“phase shift”) is measured by receiver.
N (“integer ambiguity”) is unknown.

∆λ

Resolving the Integer Ambiguity
zOccupy a known point.
– Distance to the satellite will be known, so
N can be counted.

zUse two receivers observing the same
satellites at the same time and take
differences between phase shift
measurements.
– Differencing accounts for clock errors,
atmospheric effects, and orbital errors, in
addition to integer ambiguity.

Relative Positioning
z Differencing phase shift measurements between two
receivers produces a measured 3D baseline (∆X,∆Y,∆Z)
between them.

Z
line
Base

∆Z
X

∆Y

∆X

Y

Relative Positioning
zLong occupation times, multiplefrequency receivers, and post-processing
with precise ephemerides, yield
baselines with accuracies of a few
millimeters.
zA well-designed network of baselines
connecting unknown and known points
yields best possible results.
zWhat if we want carrier-phase accuracy
in real time as we are moving around?

Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) GPS
zA base station receiver over a known
control point and any number of moving
rovers within a 10km radius use carrierphase measurements to yield
accuracies of ±2-3cm in all three
coordinates of each rover with 95%
confidence in real time (if everything
goes right).

GPS Antenna

Radio
Transmitter
Antenna

RTK
Data
Base Radio
Link
Station
GPS
Receiver
• Base station antenna at constant fixed height above control point.

• Receiver broadcasts the control point coordinates and either its phase
shift measurements from all visible satellites or corrections to its phase
shift measurements.
• Radio transmitter has 3-5km range that can be extended with
repeaters.

RTK Rover
GPS
Receiver
and
Antenna

Radio
Receiver
Antenna

Data
Collector

Ground
Point

• Antenna center at fixed height
above bottom tip of range pole
(ground point).
• Receiver receives both satellite
signals and base station signals.
• Receiver differences the phase
shifts, accounts for antenna heights,
and obtains a baseline (∆X,∆Y,∆Z)
between the base station control
point and the rover ground point.
• ∆X,∆Y,∆Z are added to the base
station control point coordinates to
obtain coordinates of ground point
(displayed and stored by data
collector).

Integer Ambiguities
z At the base station:
– Easily resolved because the coordinates are known.
z At the rover(s):
– Short “initialization” period at start up and whenever
there is “loss of lock”.
zRequires fifth visible satellite.
– Sophisticated “on-the-fly” resolution algorithms are
running all the time.
zComputing code pseudoranges and performing
regressions and statistical analyses to obtain most
reliable value for N (for each satellite).

Coordinate Systems and Datums
z Project control coordinates for design and
construction are Northing, Easting, Elevation.
– N,E are rectangular map projection
coordinates (e.g., WISCRS – Dane County;
State Plane – Central Zone) usually on NAD
83 (1991) or NAD 83 (1997).
– Elevation is usually referenced to NAVD 88 or
NGVD 29.
– Horizontal and vertical datums are separate.
z GPS satellite ephemerides and, therefore, all
initially-derived coordinates are on a completely
different coordinate system.

GPS is Referenced to a 3D Rectangular
Geocentric Coordinate System
Z

equatorial plane.
– +X axis passes through
Greenwich Meridian.
– Z axis coincides with
spin axis.

Gre

en w
ic h

z Geocentric coordinates
are based upon a 3D
right-handed system
with origin at Earth’s
center.
– XY plane coincides with

Eq

uat
o

P
ZP

r

XP

YP
X

How do we obtain N,E,Elev from X,Y,Z?

Three Coordinate Transformations
en w
ic h

Z

Gre

z First is from geocentric
(X,Y,Z) to geodetic (φ =
latitude, λ = longitude,
h = “ellipsoid” height).
z For any point, there are
direct and inverse
transformations
between X,Y,Z and
φ,λ,h.
z h is NOT elevation.
NEITHER IS Z.

Eq

uat
o

hP

r

λP
YP

X

φP

P
ZP
XP

Ellipsoid Height (h) and Elevation (H)
There are Actually Three Surfaces
Earth’s Surface
Approximately Sea Level
and Vertical Datum

h H

Geoid

Geoid Height
Ellipsoid

Geoid heights can be obtained by combining GPS and
differential leveling or from mathematical models
(GEOID03 / GEOID09) stored in the rover’s data collector.

Second Coordinate Transformation
Rover transforms geodetic coordinates (Φ,λ) of ground
point into N,E on an arbitrary map projection with its origin
at centroid of project control configuration.

Transverse Mercator Projection

Transverse Mercator Projection
Projection Parameters:
λ0 (longitude of central
meridian)
k0 (scale factor along
central meridian)
φ0, E0,N0 (latitude,
false easting, false
northing of the
coordinate origin)
• For a highway project, the origin of the arbitrary projection
will be local to the project.
• There are direct and inverse functions for (Φ,λ) ↔ (N,E).

Third Coordinate Transformation
z Rover transforms N,E,Elev of ground point in arbitrary
map projection into N,E,Elev in project coordinate
system.
z Two step transformation.
– Horizontal (N,E) by 2D conformal (2 translations, 1
rotation, 1 scale factor).
– Vertical (Elev) by 1 translation and 2 rotations.
z Transformation parameters computed by visiting welldistributed project control and using differences between
measured arbitrary coordinates and known project
coordinates.
– Process is called “site calibration” or “localization”.
– Critical initial field procedure for RTK and AMG setup.
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Vertical Component
Plane fit to project control
with design elevations
(probably by differential
leveling).

Elev
N

Plane fit to project control with
elevations from geoid model
by GPS.

E

Vertical Component
Plane fit to project control
with design elevations
(probably by differential
leveling).

Elev
N

Rotation about Northing Axis.
E

Vertical Component
Plane fit to project control
with design elevations
(probably by differential
leveling).

Elev
N

Rotation about Easting Axis.
E

Vertical Component
Plane fit to project control
with design elevations
(probably by differential
leveling).

Elev
N

Translation.
E

Control Configurations for Site
Calibration A Good One
Some Bad Ones
No Redundancy

Scale Problems

Redundant Control
Surrounds Project

Rotation (Tilt) Problems

The Sum of What Happens
z All transformations needed to obtain N,E,Elev
(project) from X,Y,Z (geocentric) are computed
on-the-fly in real time by rover.
z All phase shift measurements; broadcasting by
base station; differencing of phase shifts; integer
ambiguity resolutions; computation of X,Y,Z from
baselines; application of geoid model for
elevations; and transformations to obtain project
coordinates (N,E, Elev) happen in the
background and are not apparent to users.

RTK Limitations
z Maximum baseline length = 10km.
– Assumption of uniform atmosphere breaks down.
– Integer ambiguities might not be resolvable.

z Satellite signals can be blocked by opaque
objects.
z Solar activity disrupts the ionosphere.
z Position Dilution of Precision (PDOP).
– Index indicates “geometric strength” of solution
based upon number and configuration of visible
satellites.

RTK Limitations
z“Multipath”.
– Errors introduced by satellite signals being
reflected off nearby hard surfaces.

zInterference with base station radio
signal.
– Power lines parallel with baseline.
– Non-GPSers on same frequency.
zTransmitter does channel hopping through
multiple open frequencies in unrestricted band.

zMust have good project control to
ensure quality site calibration.

GNSS Coming Attractions
zGPS Modernization.
– More satellites, more signals, more
frequencies, more power.

zGLONASS (Russia) is strong.
– 17 satellites.

zGalileo (European Union) is shaky.
zCOMPASS (China) is ambitious.

What’s Happening Locally?
z Wisconsin Continuously-Operating
Reference Stations (WisCORS).
– Under development by WisDOT with fiscal
assistance from NOAA.
– Statewide network of permanent base stations
with communication links to central servers.
– Servers send individualized corrections to rovers
by subscribed cellular connection.
– Supports RTK positioning to ±2-3cm at 95%
confidence.
– Eliminates need for local base station.

WisCORS
Zone 1 went operational in July, 2008.
z More than 120
subscribed users as
of April, 2009.
z 5-year completion
plan for entire state.
z Support for
automated machine
guidance is being
tested.

WisCORS Base Station
z Below ground, the
reinforced
concrete post is 3
ft in diameter and
12 ft deep.
z This thing is going
to stay put.

https://wiscors.wi.gov/
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What is the 3D Model?
z At a minimum, it is a graphic file containing:
– A representation of the design surface in the project
coordinate system.
– Horizontal alignment tied to project coordinate
system.
z Relates (N,E,Elev) to (Station,Offset,Elev).
z Can also contain:
– Existing surface (from photogrammetric survey).
– Line work (centerline, reference line, shoulder
breaks, ditch line, etc.)
– Vertical alignment.
– Other desired graphic elements.
z Model is continuous across the project.

3D Model
Design Surface and
Alignment.

Surface is a Triangulated
Irregular Network (TIN).

Approaches to Bridge Over I-39 South of Wausau

Surface is a Triangulated
Irregular Network (TIN)

How is the 3D Design Surface
Model Constructed?
z Laboriously, from the plans.
z Break lines and mass points are derived from crosssections and alignments.
– Straightaway stretches on mainline are fairly easy.
– Intersections and superelevation transitions require
much more time because necessary information is
not on cross-sections.
z Break lines and mass points are “triangulated” to create
a “TIN” surface that is continuous across the project.
– Software does this.

Start with Plans and X-Sect Reports

Build Break Lines and Mass Points

Generate TIN

What is This TIN?
• It is a surface made up of
contiguous triangular facets.
• It is not mathematically
continuous because there are
slope breaks at each edge.
• We know N,E,Elev at each vertex.
• Therefore, we can compute the equation of the plane for
each triangle by solving three equations for a,b,c:

Elev1 = a ( E1 ) + b( N1 ) + c
Elev2 = a ( E2 ) + b( N 2 ) + c
Elev3 = a ( E3 ) + b( N 3 ) + c

What is This TIN?
Elevations can be interpolated at any N,E.
872
854

How can we do this?
Because we now know
the equation of the
plane for each triangle:

862.6

Elev = a(E) + b(N) + c.
865
• Of course, we need to know which triangle contains the
point (N,E).
• This is a separate “point-in-polygon” problem.
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How is the Equipment Rigged?

How is the Equipment Rigged?

How is the Equipment Rigged?

Third degree of freedom by tilt sensor, inertial measuring unit
(IMU), or computation from sequence of previous positions.

How is the Equipment Rigged?

How is the Equipment Rigged?

Radio Antenna in Cab.

How is the Equipment Rigged?
There is a model of
the blade’s position
with respect to the
GPS antennae in the
on-board computer’s
memory.
Periodically, the blade
must be checked for
wear.

Graders, dozers, scrapers, excavators, rollers, and pavers can
all be rigged (even haul trucks).

What is Automated Machine
Guidance (AMG)?
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Efficiency

GPS
3D Model
Construction
Equipment
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What Do the CPU and Software Do?
z The GPS coordinates and blade model are used to
position machine in 3D model at all times.
z Necessary cut or fill at any position (e.g., opposite ends
of the blade anywhere on the project) are known at all
times.
z Display provides this information to operator in a
number of optional views.
z CPU is linked to machine’s hydraulics, so blade can be
set to correct position automatically as machine moves.
– Typically done on last few passes.
– Operator merely steers.

CPU and Software – In-Cab Views

Operator steers the
machine but blade can
be positioned
automatically.

Benefits
Increased
Efficiency

GPS
3D Model

Less Repeat
Work

AMG

Construction
Equipment
CPU and
Software

Reduced
Staking
Requirements
Lower Costs

20%-40%
Productivity Gains

Finished Subgrades, Slopes, and Ditches

Critical Factors
zSite calibration / localization.
zEquipment calibration.
zDevelopment, maintenance, and quality
of 3D model.
zQuality assurance of finished sub grade.
zKnowledge, skill, and comfort level of
project personnel.

Sub Grade Specification Development
Process
2006

Advisory
Group

Literature
Review and
Industry
Survey

2009
Final Specification
Contractor
and Region
Interviews

Specification
Framework
1st
Specification
Stakeholder
Workshop

2007

2nd
Specification

1st Pilot
Projects

2nd Pilot
Projects

2008

Specification Evolution – 1st Spec
z No sub grade stakes required.
z Engineer can require reversion to conventional
methods.
z Contractor provides loaner rover and training.
z GPS work plan:
– Equipment; staff qualifications; project control; site
calibration and checks; equipment calibration; sub
grade checks.
z 3D model:
– Dept provides “seed” data; contractor builds model
and ensures conformance with plans; Dept checks
model; provision for revisions driven by changes to
plans; specified data exchange format.

Specification Evolution – 1st Spec
z Site calibration:
– Greater of 6 control points or 2 per mile; checks
every 5 hours at independent control to be within
±0.10 ft. horizontally and ±0.05 ft. vertically.
z Sub grade checks:
– 20 or more per mile; randomly selected; 4 of any 5
consecutive must be within ±0.10 ft. of plan
elevation; Dept makes additional periodic sub
grade checks.
z Dept pays for repeat work if GPS machine guidance
rejected by engineer for reasons beyond contractor’s
control.

Specification Evolution – 2nd Spec
z After two pilot projects using 1st spec.
– Relaxed frequency of site calibration checks
to one per day.
– Added language to affirm paper plans as
contract documents (e.g., sub gade checks
to be against elevations shown on plans).
– Minimum of 20 sub grade checks per
roadway mile.
– Revised formats for data exchange to make
more flexible.

Specification Evolution – 3rd Spec
z After three more pilot projects using 2nd spec and
interviews with contractors and regions.
– Removed requirement for loaner rover.
– Contractor develops 3D model, ensures
conformance with plans and provides to Dept. No
“seed” data or model checking by Dept.
– Minimum of 20 sub grade checks per roadway mile,
project, or stage. Checks made at full stations.
Engineer pre-notified and uses as “sign-off”.
– Repeat work double payment condition eliminated.
z For reports see http://cmsc.engr.wisc.edu/reports.html

Current and Future Expectations
z Specification is an optional special provision
that replaces sub grade staking as a bid item
on all 2009 projects that include grading.
z Will become component of general
specifications for 2010 and beyond.
z WisDOT will monitor performance of sub grade
spec while embarking on development of spec
for base course, then paving.
z WisDOT deploying 3D design technology –
headed towards delivery of 3D models as a
design product.

Construction Staking Subgrade, Item 650.4500
Conform to standard spec 650 as modified in this special provision.
Replace standard spec 650.3.3 with the following:
650.3.3 Subgrade
650.3.3.1 General
(1) Under the Construction Staking Subgrade bid item the contractor may
substitute global positioning system (GPS) machine guidance for conventional
subgrade staking on all or part of the work. The engineer may require the
contractor to revert to conventional subgrade staking methods for all or part of
the work at any point during construction if, in the engineer's opinion, the
GPS machine guidance is producing unacceptable results.
650.3.3.2 Subgrade Staking
(1) Set construction stakes or marks at intervals of 100 feet, or more frequently,
for rural sections and at intervals of 50 feet, or more frequently, for urban
sections. Include additional stakes at each cross-section as necessary to match
the plan cross-section, achieve the required accuracy, and to support
construction operations. Also set and maintain stakes as necessary to establish
the horizontal and vertical positions of intersecting road radii, auxiliary lanes,
horizontal and vertical curves, and curve transitions. Locate stakes to within
0.25 feet (75 mm) horizontally and establish the grade elevation to within 0.03
feet (10 mm) vertically.
650.3.3.3 GPS Machine Guidance
650.3.3.3.1 General
(1) No subgrade stakes are required for work completed using GPS machine
guidance.
(2)

Coordinate with the engineer throughout the course of construction to ensure
that work performed using GPS machine guidance conforms to the contract
tolerances and that the methods employed conform to the contractor's GPS
work plan and accepted industry standards. Address GPS machine guidance
issues at weekly progress meetings.

650.3.3.3.2 GPS Work Plan
Submit a comprehensive written GPS work plan for department review at
least 5 business days before the preconstruction conference. The engineer will
review the plan to determine if it conforms to the requirements of this special
provision.

(1)

(2)

Construct the subgrade as the contractor's GPS work plan provides. Update
the plan as necessary during construction of the subgrade.

(3)

The GPS work plan should discuss how GPS machine guidance technology
will be integrated into other technologies employed on the project. Include,
but do not limit the contents to, the following:
1. Designate which portions of the contract will be done using GPS
machine guidance and which portions will be done using conventional
subgrade staking.
2. Describe the manufacturer, model, and software version of the GPS
equipment.
3. Provide information on the qualifications of contractor staff. Include
formal training and field experience. Designate a single staff person as
the primary contact for GPS technology issues.
4. Describe how project control is to be established. Include a list and
map showing control points enveloping the site.
5. Describe site calibration procedures. Include a map of the control
points used for site calibration and control points used to check the site
calibration. Describe the site calibration and checking frequency as
well as how the site calibration and checking information are to be
documented.
6. Describe the contractor's quality control procedures. Describe
procedures for checking, mechanical calibration, and maintenance of
equipment. Include the frequency and type of checks performed to
ensure that the constructed subgrade conforms to the contract plans.

650.3.3.3.3 Equipment
(1) Use GPS machine guidance equipment to meet the requirements of the
contract.
(2)

Perform periodic sensor calibrations, checks for blade wear, and other routine
adjustments as required to ensure that the final subgrade conforms to the
contract plans.

650.3.3.3.4 Geometric and Surface Information
650.3.3.3.4.1 Department Responsibilities
(1) At anytime after the contract is awarded the contractor may request the
contractor staking packet. The department will provide the packet within 5
business days of receiving the contractor's request.
650.3.3.3.4.2 Contractor Responsibilities
(1) Develop and maintain the initial design surface DTM for areas of the project
employing GPS machine guidance. Confirm that the design surface DTM
agrees with the contract plans.
(2)

Provide design surface DTM information to the department in LandXML or
other engineer-approved format.

650.3.3.3.4.3 Managing and Updating Information
(1) Notify the department of any errors or discrepancies in department-provided
information. The department will determine what revisions may be required.
The department will revise the contract plans, if necessary, to address errors or
discrepancies that the contractor identifies. The department will provide the
best available information related to those contract plan revisions.
(2)

Revise the design surface DTM as required to support construction operations
and to reflect any contract plan revisions the department makes. Perform
checks to confirm that the revised design surface DTM agrees with the
contract plan revisions. Provide a copy of the resultant revised design surface
DTM to the engineer in LandXML or other engineer-approved format. The
department will pay for costs incurred to incorporate contract plan revisions as
extra work.

650.3.3.3.5 Site Calibration
(1) Designate a set of control points, including a total of at least 6 horizontal and
vertical points or 2 per mile, whichever is greater, for site calibration for the
portion of the project employing GPS machine guidance. Incorporate the
department-provided control framework used for the original survey and
design.
(2)

Calibrate the site by determining the parameters governing the transformation
of GPS information into the project coordinate system. Use the full set of
control points designated under 650.3.3.3.5 (1) for the initial site calibration.
Provide the resulting site calibration file to the engineer before beginning
subgrade construction operations.

650.3.3.3.6 Construction Checks
650.3.3.3.6.1 Daily Calibration Checks
(1) In addition to the site calibration, perform site calibration checks. Perform
these checks at individual control points not used in the initial site calibration.
At a minimum, check the calibration at the start of each day as described in
the contractor's GPS work plan. Report out-of-tolerance checks to the
engineer. The measured position must match the established position at each
individual control point within the following tolerances:
- Horizontally to 0.10 feet or less.
- Vertically to 0.05 feet or less.
(2

Discuss the previous week’s daily calibration check results at the weekly
progress meeting for monitoring the GPS work.

650.3.3.3.6.2 Final Subgrade Elevation Checks
(1)

Check the subgrade against the plan elevation at randomly selected points on
cross sections located at stations evenly divisible by 100. Conduct at least 20

random checks per stage, per project, or per roadway mile whichever results
in the most tests. Also check the subgrade at additional points as the engineer
directs. Notify the engineer at least 2 business days before making subgrade
checks so the engineer can observe the process.
(2)

(3)

Ensure that at least 4 of any 5 consecutively tested random subgrade points
are within 0.10 foot vertically of the plan elevation. Notify the engineer if
more than one of any five consecutively tested random subgrade points differs
by more than 0.10 feet from the plan elevation.
The department may conduct periodic independent subgrade checks. The
department will notify the contractor if any individual check differs by more
than 0.10 feet from the design.

CMM 7.18 GPS Machine Guidance
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GENERAL
The GPS machine guidance provision allows the contractor to substitute GPS machine guidance
for all or part of the subgrade staking work under the contract. The extents of each GPS machine
guidance segment and each subgrade staking segment need to be described in the contractor's
GPS work plan. It is the contractor's option whether they will use GPS machine guidance or
conventional methods.
The provisions will be in place by special provision with the item of subgrade staking 2009
construction season. Not all projects are suitable for GPS use. Projects with dense tree canopy,
large vertical cuts, or limited survey control may not prove suitable. On these projects, subgrade
staking would continue to be performed using conventional methods.

INITIAL COORDINATION
The contractor needs to provide the GPS work plan as described in the provision to the engineer
before the preconstruction conference so the engineer can evaluate the proposed plan. The
design engineer, construction engineer, region surveyor, methods development engineer,
appropriate management, and contractor survey personnel should be present at the
preconstruction meeting to discuss the following points regarding grading with machine guidance:
- GPS work plan
- Project and survey schedules
- Key personnel, roles and responsibilities
- Methods for handling changes in the model and related matters
- Handling of survey data and support
- 3-D models and their formats
The project engineer should be in close contact with the region surveyor throughout the course of
the project.

3-D MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND EXCHANGE
The contractor must develop and maintain the design model for use with the GPS machine
guidance equipment, based on the initial survey information provided in the contractor staking
packet, as discussed in CMM 7.10. The department recognizes that the contractor will need time
to develop the model. To accommodate this, after the contract is awarded the contractor may
request available survey and design information. The department will provide available
information within 5 business days of receiving the request. If the contractor does not make the
request to get survey information early, the department will provide survey information in the
contractor staking packet at the preconstruction conference.
The contractor is responsible for ensuring the model agrees with the contract plans. If a plan error
is discovered, the contractor must notify the engineer. The department will make necessary plan
revisions and updates to the existing surface DTM, but the contractor is still responsible for
updating the model and sending the revised version back to the department in LandXML format
or other engineer-approved format.
The engineer should review the contractor’s proposed model and perform spot checks by
projecting known points generated from the plan cross sections onto the proposed model, and
generate an error report. The engineer is responsible for maintaining an archive of DTM revisions
and dates. The archive should include the DTM files and the time period for which each was
active on the project.

SITE CONTROL AND CALIBRATION
The department is responsible for providing control from the initial survey. The contractor is
responsible for verifying, supplementing, and maintaining the project control. Site calibration,
sometimes referred to as “localization”, for GPS machine guidance is a process that results in
computation of parameters for transforming measured GPS coordinates into the coordinate
system of the project control points. Good site calibration and checking are vital to the success of
GPS machine control operations.
The GPS machine guidance specification requires that a minimum of 6 control points or 2 points
per mile be used for site calibration and that the site calibration be checked daily at control points
not used in the calibration. The horizontal and vertical coordinates of all control points must be
documented and presented to the engineer. These points should be constructed or located
outside the anticipated construction footprint, and they should be available 2 weeks before the
preconstruction conference.
The control points used for site calibration should envelop the project and be well distributed
around its perimeter. Control points in close proximity to one another should be avoided. Long,
narrow configurations of control points should be avoided. There should be control points near
the corners of the project and approximately midway along its boundaries.
The number of site calibrations performed by the contractor should be limited. It is preferred that
a single site calibration be used for the duration of the project, but there might be circumstances
under which follow-up site calibrations are necessary. In these cases, independent construction
checks should be made after each site calibration.

CONSTRUCTION CHECKS
The engineer should work with the region surveyor to develop a plan to perform construction
checks. It is essential to provide some independent checks at project start-up to ensure
contractor methods are meeting necessary tolerances. These checks should be performed using
independent GPS equipment or conventional survey methods (e.g., total station or level), and
should meet specified tolerances. The department reserves the right to do added checks as
needed.

Daily Site Calibration Checks
Site calibration checks are the responsibility of the contractor, but should be reviewed with the
region surveyor to verify they are within specified tolerances.
Horizontal and vertical tolerances are specified for site calibration checks but not for site
calibration itself. Once the site calibration measurement process is complete, the RTK GPS
software will report estimates for horizontal and vertical errors at each of the site calibration
control points. The tolerances are 0.10 feet horizontal and 0.05 vertical for the site calibration
checks. If any site calibration check exceeds specified tolerances, follow these steps:
1. The check should be re-measured at the same independent control point to ensure
there is no problem with the check measurement.
2. A second and, perhaps, a third independent control point should be used to check the
site calibration. If tolerances are met at these additional independent control points,
then a problem is indicated with the first check control point.
3. If check tolerances are not met at two or more independent control points, then a
problem is indicated with the site calibration, and the site calibration measurement and
computation procedure should be repeated to ensure that there is no problem with the
initial site calibration measurements. If site calibration problems persist, vendorsupplied manuals or guidance might also need to be consulted.
4. If the repeated site calibration measurements are in close agreement with the initial site
calibration measurements, then a problem is indicated with one or more of the site
calibration control points. The site calibration should then be performed while excluding
the control point with the largest horizontal and / or vertical error estimate.
5. If a problem with a site calibration control point is identified in step 4, that control point
should be replaced by another, and the site calibration procedure and checking should

be repeated. The above control point configuration guidelines should be followed in
selecting replacement control points.

Final Subgrade Checks
On completion of the subgrade the contractor must perform 20 or more randomly-selected
subgrade checks per stage, per project, or per roadway mile, whichever is greater, against plan
elevations. According to the definition of roadway in standard spec 101.3, a divided highway has
two or more roadways. These points should be adjusted to the nearest practical project stations.
Before conducting the final random checks the engineer may want to direct the contractor to
make additional non-random checks in out-of-tolerance areas or areas that otherwise raise
concern. The engineer should also be aware of critical points, and have the contractor perform
additional checks at these locations. Critical points include the following:
- Beginning and end of the project
- Bridge clearances
- Ramp gore areas
- Above and below ground utility crossings
- Bridge approaches
- Intersections and side road matches
- Clearances over pipes
The specification requires the contractor to notify the engineer at least 2 business days before
making the random subgrade checks. It is very important for the engineer to be present during
the subgrade checks, and to make note of each check in the field diary.
If more than 1 of any 5 consecutively tested random subgrade points differs by more than 0.10
feet from the plan elevation, the grade is not suitable, and the contractor must make corrections
to the grade. Random subgrade checks should then be performed again until 4 out of 5
consecutively tested points are within 0.10 feet of plan elevation.

WisDOT’s AMG Sub Grade Specification
Pilot Projects

2007
Kowalski Road

USH 41 Peshtigo
Bypass
STH 57
USH 41 Oconto Dykesville
Bypass

2008

STH 106 Ft.
Atkinson

2007 STH 57 Dykesville
zProject engineer: Barry Paye.
zContractor for sub grade: Hoffman.
zTechnology: Trimble.
zProject extent: 5.2 miles of new divided
highway.
zEarthwork: Cuts to 39 ft.; Fills to 25 ft.

2007 STH 57 Dykesville
z Both the contractor and the engineer had
experience with AMG.
z Region provided 12 newly-monumented
control points.
z Contractor provided GPS work plan (near end
of workbook), and performed site calibration
and site calibration checks with no problems.
z One control point was deficient and not used.

2007 STH 57 Dykesville
z Terrain restricted base station radio range to
1.5 miles, boosted to 3 miles with repeater.
z Two base station locations required to cover
5.2-mile extent of project.
z Some minor problems with satellite signal
reception on steep back slopes.
z 10-15 minute periods each day of poor
satellite geometry (large PDOP).

2007 STH 57 Dykesville

• Specified data exchange format (LandXML) raised issues.
• Department-provided break lines could not be imported.
• Settled on .dwg for exchange format.

2007 STH 57 Dykesville
zMinor design changes not incorporated
into 3D model.
zNo blue tops were set.
zSlope stakes were set for visual
reference and for machines without
AMG.
zAll but three of 230 sub grade checks
met tolerance.

2007 STH 57 Dykesville

2007 STH 106 Ft. Atkinson
zProject engineer: Jeff Kaarto.
zContractor for sub grade: Wondra.
zTechnology: TOPCON.
zProject extent: 9.9 miles of bidirectional
highway repaving and reconstruction in
six segments.
zEarthwork: Cuts / Fills to 9 ft.

2007 STH 106 Ft. Atkinson
zContractor had experience with AMG
but not on WisDOT projects.
zEngineer had no AMG experience (uses
GPS in fishin’ boat).
zSpec modified to include some sub
grade staking in first 3000 ft.
zProject control was from initial mapping
with some supplemental control by
region.

2007 STH 106 Ft. Atkinson
z Flat terrain: single base station for full 10-mile project.

2007 STH 106 Ft. Atkinson
zSeparate site calibrations for each of
three grading segments.
zNo problems with site calibration
checks, satellite visibility, or PDOP
(used both GPS and GLONASS
satellites).

2007 STH 106 Ft. Atkinson
zAMG on dozers only.

2007 STH 106 Ft. Atkinson
• Problems with data
exchange format.
• Department-provided
data could not be
imported.
• Contractor developed
3D model from scratch.
• No data were
successfully exchanged
and WisDOT did not
review 3D model.

2007 STH 106 Ft. Atkinson
zSome blue tops missed in first 1000 ft.
– Believed to be caused by compaction of
soft material in cut areas.
– Blade offsets usually used for compaction
in fill areas but not cut areas.
– Engineer required centerline blue tops
every 500 ft and 3 across at full stations on
superelevated curves on rest of project.

2007 STH 106 Ft. Atkinson

2008 Kowalski Road
zProject engineer: Greg Graf.
zContractor for sub grade: River View.
zTechnology: Trimble.
zProject extent: 2250 ft. (demolition and
reconstruction of bridge over I-39)

2008 Kowalski Road
z Region established six
project control points.
z Initially-submitted GPS
work plan required some
revision.
z No problems with site
calibration.
z During construction, staking
contractor used benchmark
shown on plans – missed
project control by 0.10 ft.

2008 Kowalski Road
z Department provided 3D model “seed” data at PS&E
in .dwg format.
z Subcontractor was able to use that data when
building 3D model.

2008 Kowalski Road
zHow is “20 sub grade checks per mile”
to be interpreted on a 2250-ft project?
zEngineer generated station and offset
for 20 points, asked contactor to
measure sub grade elevations, and
checked them against elevations on
plans.
zAll sub grade checks met tolerance.
zContractor had only one rover and could
not spare it to loan to engineer.

2008 Kowalski Road

2008 USH 41 Oconto Bypass
zProject engineer: Doug Wiegand / Dan
Schneider.
zContractor for sub grade: Hoffman.
zTechnology: Trimble.
zProject extent: 4.5 miles of new divided
highway with at-grade intersections,
multiple structures, and ramps.
zEarthwork: 1,000,000 yd3 at one borrow
site.

2008 USH 41 Oconto Bypass
zRegion provided corridor control.
zBase station set atop HQ building.
zNo problems with GPS work plan, site
calibration, or calibration checks.
z13 control points used for site
calibration.
zLocal radio user experienced
interference from contractor’s base
station.

2008 USH 41 Oconto Bypass
zDepartment provided 3D model “seed”
data at PS&E.
zThese data were useful as contractor
built model.
zIssue arose during WisDOT review of
model.
– There is no model content standard,
so what is necessary level of detail in
model to support AMG?

2008 USH 41 Oconto Bypass

2008 USH 41 Oconto Bypass
Initial sub grade checks, made by contractor at two
ramps, indicated need for minor re-grading.

Final sub grade checks, made by engineer, met tolerance.

2008 USH 41 Oconto Bypass

2008 USH 41 Peshtigo Bypass
zProject engineer: Brett Vissers / Jack
Laning.
zContractor for sub grade: Hoffman.
zTechnology: Trimble.
zProject extent: 3.9 miles of new divided
highway, 4 at-grade intersections, 10
structures.

2008 USH 41 Peshtigo Bypass
z Region provided corridor control.
z No problems with GPS work plan.
z Site calibration (10 control points) had early
problems with checks.
– Base station antenna on tripod with different
height each day.
– Resolved by mounting antenna on fixed post.
z Ultimately, two base stations were run
simultaneously on different frequencies
(identical site calibration files).
– Project extent and terrain conditions.

2008 USH 41 Peshtigo Bypass

2008 USH 41 Peshtigo Bypass
z Daily down times of 45-60 minutes due to poor satellite
visibility and PDOP. Work doesn’t stop…but AMG can’t
be used.
z Tree canopies caused a few problems near bottoms of
steep slopes.

2008 USH 41 Peshtigo Bypass
z Department provided 3D model “seed” data at PS&E.
z Data for slopes and ditches, but not roadways, were
useful as contractor built model.

2008 USH 41 Peshtigo Bypass
z First 1000 ft of mainline sub grade was
completed with AMG before 3D model was
reviewed by WisDOT.
– This stretch of mainline was blue topped.
z All 64 sub grade checks made after model
review were within tolerance.
– No blue tops.

2008 USH 41 Peshtigo Bypass

Evaluation Form for Training on Automated Machine Guidance for WisDOT and
Consultant Personnel
April 23,28,29, 2009
WOE Training Facility, Colomo, WI
NOTE: This evaluation form has two pages.
Circle date: April 23, 28, 29
Please mark SA (strongly agree), A (agree), N (neutral), D (disagree), SD (strongly
disagree). Please provide associated comments in the space near the bottom of the
page and on the next page.
1. SA A N D SD

This training session met my needs.

2. SA A N D SD

This training session was about what I expected.

3. SA A N D SD

Background material on GPS, RTK GPS, and site calibration /
localization was appropriate.

4. SA A N D SD

Material on principles of machine guidance and 3D modeling was
appropriate.

5. SA A N D SD

Material on WisDOT’s specification and guidance language was
appropriate.

6. SA A N D SD

Material on practical experiences on the pilot projects was
appropriate.

7. SA A N D SD

Field demonstrations and hands-on work were appropriate.

8. SA A N D SD

Workbook, handouts, and reference materials were appropriate.

Please mark your choice:
1. The overall timing and pace of the training was: too slow about right too fast
2. My overall rating of the training is: excellent good average below average poor
3. I am a: WisDOT employee

Consultant employee

Other (please explain):

Please provide comments on your selections for questions 1-8 or anything else
associated with the training (continue on next page if needed).

Please provide suggestions on how the training could be improved.

